
Drive more value
from your existing
video archives with
automated and cost-
effective workflows.

Discover and
deliver content that
is uniquely tailored
and personalized to
your audience.

Rapidly deploy
new video apps
and services based
on a solid, shared
foundation.

Discover entirely
new and previously
unseen revenue
streams with
virtualized video.

VIDEO SERVICES

Discover the power of virtualizing
video in the cloud.
Dynamically discover and deliver personalized 
video content with Linius Video Services (LVS). 



LVS’s RESTful APIs allow you to expose the core data of your
video, and extract value from it in ways you’ve never imagined,
whether it be in Amazon AWS, IBM Cloud, Microsoft Azure,
Google Cloud, or anywhere else on the internet. 

Video is a powerful medium. Arguably, the most powerful and
persuasive today. Nothing seems to capture people’s attention
and passion as much as online video, and it now accounts for
80% of the world’s internet traffic. (Cisco) . 

Yet video files are large inflexible objects, a high-definition movie
for example, is 8-15 gigabytes. The production, processing,
security and broadcasting of video, is essentially inflexible and
expensive.  Consumers are demanding personalized viewing and
streaming experiences, which until now, have previously been
impossible to deliver with such cumbersome video files. 

Linius makes hyper-personalized video experiences possible, with
its globally patented technology, the Video Virtualization
Engine™.  Linius Video Services (LVS) is our SaaS platform that
provides our clients with a secure and shared foundation, on
which to build their own innovative, virtualized video solutions in
the cloud. 

Our mission is to make the
world's video accessible as
data and disrupt the entire
video ecosystem. 



Linius is re-defining video rich markets
around the globe, and transforming the
way the world watches video. LVS
enables our clients to do the same.

What are the benefits?

The Linius Video Services (LVS) Platform is at the core of every
Linius personalized video implementation.  LVS contains a
suite of tools that enable our clients and partners to manage
vast libraries of virtualized videos and related metadata , and
dynamically generate and deliver personalized video content. 

Video Import Tools (e.g. automatically discover videos on
AWS S3 storage) 
Data Ingestion Tools (e.g. import game/match data from
Stats Perform) 

CMS connectors 
Configurable User Interface templates

We augment LVS with various reusable partner-built tools,
including:

LVS complements Linius’ Video Virtualization Engine      with
an innovative method for ingesting and storing content
metadata from multiple data sources. This enables our clients
to discover, enrich and personalize videos.

TM

Create a centralized virtual video
archive, which enables all asset
metadata to be centralized,
managed, browsed, and queried
from a single location, while leaving
all assets in their original location.

Group related videos and analyze
source assets to determine format
and quality, en masse.

Build workflows that automatically
detect and virtualize new assets
when they become available, and
determine where cross-platform
media (e.g. HLS) already exists.

Discover your 
content down to an 
i-frame level 

Import any pre-existing video
catalogue files 

Ingest metadata from multiple
sources including different content
management systems, subtitle files
etc.

Ingest existing terminology and
glossaries to aid in automatic
asset/clip classifications and
improve transcription accuracy.

Create face models for notable
personalities using existing
headshots or portraits.

Use integrated AI scans to transcribe
speech, recognize and capture on-
screen text, detect title cards and
logos, and determine languages and
detect faces.

Use Machine Learning to
automatically classify and tag
content through related words,
phrases and names.

Enrich the data 
with world leading 
AI tools 

Assembly, Search, Devirtualization) 

Use a single engine for selecting &
sequencing clips based on user
preferences across all video apps, for a
variety of different personalized video
(e.g. building playlists).

Build an automated workflow that
automatically locates, collects, and
distills an initial set of clips for review
from the video archives.

Automatically omit videos that cannot
be licensed due to rights issues.

Omit assets that do fit licensee’s
intended production and highlight
high-value content.

Automatically generate and generate
a “proof reel” for the licensee to
review.

Enable licensee to select desired clips
for license, devirtualize & download a
single asset containing desired clips
for offline production and submit
feedback that is used to automatically
refine and improve clip/asset
metadata.

Personalize and 
deliver customized
experiences 



Use Cases

Video Archivist 

Meet Mike

Mike works for a major Broadcaster and Sports Footage Group, and is
responsible for managing their digitized video archive which contains over
50,000 hours of televised content from the past four decades. His primary
responsibility is fulfilling requests and orders for licensed footage which is
currently a very manual, multi-step process of researching, retrieving, and
delivering the licensed content. Using LVS-based solutions, Mike can power
an automated, self-service footage request and fulfillment workflow, and
instantly find the most valuable moments for licensing.  

Lead Software Engineer  

Meet Sara

Sara works for a Digital Business Solutions company, and the applications
that she and her team build include several different video services that pull
content from the vast video archives. Because Sara is responsible for so
many different channels and applications, she needs as much uniformity as
possible in how video is stored, queried, and delivered, so that video
applications can be rapidly deployed and easily supported. She does not
have the time or resources to develop bespoke tools for selecting and
sequencing clips, and/or applying business rules. She is resource conscious
and would benefit from as much pre-built functionality as possible. LVS
provides a broad toolset that enable Sara and her team to rapidly deploy
new video apps and services that are based on a solid, shared foundation. 

Video Production Engineer  

Meet Thomas

Thomas produces daily content for a major broadcaster and its multiple
related streaming apps. This content includes 5-minute “This Day in Sports
History” and “Sports Time Machine” daily featurettes which draw from
footage archives. Content selection for daily featurettes is influenced by
recent events, so production must often be completed within a very narrow
window of time and Thomas needs to dramatically reduce the production
time. Using LVS, Thomas can build an automated workflow that
automatically locates, collects, and distils an initial set of clips for review
from the video archives that match the day’s theme and enable him to edit
and sequence clips without spending time downloading, converting, or
importing assets into an offline editor. Thomas can instantly publish the
featurette and make instant updates based on users’ feedback.



How does it work?

Linius transforms traditional video files into actionable insights by
exposing and virtualizing the data within the video file. That data
can then be indexed, tagged, analyzed and leveraged by applying AI
or programmatically inserting business rules. 

Linius has cracked the code that makes dynamic video search a
reality for all content creators and organizations across the globe.

Twitter.com/linius_tech

Lvs.linius.com (SaaS platform)
Linius.com/lvs
Facebook.com/linius
Linkedin.com/company/Linius

Linius is cloud and AI agnostic. We work with the best in the world.

Step 1: Unlock your data
Transform traditional, static video files into
flexible blocks of data.

Step 4: Select and sequence clips
Dynamically search, select and sequence
relevant clips based on interests and business
rules. 

Step 5: Deliver hyper-
personalized video
Share completely custom video content, that’s
reassembled at the point of playback.

Step 2: Create a virtual file
Index data to create a light-weight virtual
video file – a fraction of one percent of the
original file size.

Step 3: Enrich the data
Apply AI, third-party data or other intelligent
business rules to make any video element
instantly searchable.

http://www.twitter.com/linius_tech
http://lvs.linius.com/
http://linius.com/lvs
http://linius.com/lvs
http://www.facebook.com/linius
http://www.linkedin.com/company/Linius

